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Introduction
This report provides a brief historical overview of small arms and light weapons (SALW)
trafficking, smuggling, and use for criminality by terrorists and insurgents. It is the fourth
report in the series, with the first three reports offering a snapshot of this phenomenon
across different regions. The first report focused on SALW in the Middle East and North
Africa; 1 the second analysed SALW in South and Southeast Asia;2 and the third examined
SALW in West Africa and the Horn of Africa. 3
A watershed moment in SALW possession and acquisition by terrorist organisations
occurred at the end of the Cold War, when many developing nations—accustomed to
the largesse from their superpower patrons—were attenuated. The destabilisation that
followed was due in part to terrorist and insurgent groups who previously received
external funding, but now felt compelled to turn to small-scale acts of criminal violence
and banditry in order to survive. With this came a proliferation of cheap weapons that
flooded the global arms market, making it easier for criminals to perpetrate consistent
acts of violence.4 Soviet stockpiles were sold on the black market and weapons caches
were looted, mostly peddled by those with connections to the Soviet military. This
included Viktor Bout, the elusive Tajik arms dealer who supplied weapons to insurgents
in Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia in the 1990s and 2000s. 5
At the same time, the end of superpower subsidies to insurgents forced non-state actors
to resort to crime and illicit activities in order to obtain resources and finance their
organisations. This was enabled by the new influx of readily accessible SALW. AK-47s and
other SALW were relatively inexpensive because they were being sold illicitly, by arms
traffickers that needed quick cash and had to unload their products quickly. The
withdrawal of superpower sponsorship also degraded the ideological coherence of many
movements. 6 In conflicts in places like West Africa, the Balkans, and the Caucasus—
where at times, violence bordered on anomie—the groups operating on the ground
more closely resembled a hybrid of terrorist and criminal.7 In practice, this meant that
groups sought SALW to both help them commit murder, robbery, and extortion, but also,
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in some cases, to smuggle and traffic to fund other aspects of their respective
organisations.
Following the cessation of hostilities between the United States and the Soviet Union,
weaponry flooded the global arms market at an unprecedented scale. A range of SALW,
including AK-47s, rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs), and even mines were purchased
and sold illicitly.8 In the late 1980s and early 1990s, Eastern Bloc countries flooded the
market with leftover stockpiles of small arms and ammunition. And, as globalisation
accelerated, open air arms and weapons bazaars became more accessible to external
actors. 9 These weapons bazaars sold a combination of artisanal weaponry as well as
weaponry from older stockpiles and looted from depots and warehouses. For example,
the Bakara Market in Mogadishu, Somalia has been one of the world’s busiest bazaars
for the exchange in arms, weapons, and ammunition for more than two decades.10 In a
nation where conflict has raged unabated, “the abundance of readily available modern
weaponry exacerbated the violence”.11 As discussed in the Situation Report on the Horn
of Africa, SALW were also diverted by terrorist organisations following attacks on both
national armies and peacekeeping missions. 12
Other cities’ reputations for a source of SALW date back even further and include
Bangkok, Thailand and Peshawar, Pakistan, particularly during the 1970s and 1980s.13 As
referenced in the ICCT Situation Report on South and Southeast Asia, in Darra Adam Khel
in Pakistan, 20,000 weapons are produced annually, including approximately one
hundred AK-47s per day, which cost less than $150 apiece.14 Violent non-state actors
sought out failed states and ungoverned spaces where they could establish training
camps and build up their arsenals, as evidenced by the Taliban and al-Qaeda in
Afghanistan.15 Other regions of the world are primary conduits for weapons trafficking
and smuggling, although the illicit trade is dominated primary by violent drug cartels and
narco-gangs, with terrorists playing a secondary role. In Central America’s Northern
Triangle—El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras—there is still a wide availability of
weapons and firearms leftover from the contemporary history of the region’s wars. 16
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Throughout the civil wars that ravaged West Africa in the 1990s, international arms
traffickers from South Africa, Israel, and the former Soviet Union made connections with
warlords, diamond merchants, and mercenaries. As a result of ineffective arms
embargoes and regulations—combined with overlapping civil wars in Liberia and Sierra
Leone—a significant percentage of the population in this region has been heavily armed.
As discussed in the situation report covering West Africa, the region remains awash with
weaponry and a number of groups have exploited the high availability of SALW, including
the Salafist Group for Preaching and Combat (GSPC), al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb
AQIM , and Jama‘t nusrat al-islam wal-muslimin (JNIM). The illicit economy in Angola
was built around criminal networks that emerged following the collapse of the Soviet
Union. 17 Many of these networks were attached to both the formal and informal
economy and as such, were both willing and able to facilitate the diamonds-cashweapons trade with mercenaries that helped prolong the conflict and lead to both crime
and violence. 18 In what could be considered a useful example of indirect financing,
insurgents acquired hard currency in exchange for diamonds and this currency was
exchanged for weaponry, while middlemen established accounts at banks in Switzerland,
Portugal, South Africa, Morocco, Ivory Coast, and the Channel Islands and regional states
served as suppliers, transit points, and service providers. 19 Eastern bloc countries,
especially Ukraine and Bulgaria, supplied weapons and munitions for the insurgents,
including significant number of 155-m G-5, B-2, D-2 and D-30 guns, medium and longrange D-130 guns, and MB-21 Multiple Rocket Launchers.20
Meanwhile, the disintegration of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) and emerging
conflicts drove demand on the global arms market. Reverting to its role as a
clearinghouse for trafficked weapons during the Iran-Iraq War (1980–1988), the Balkans
once again became a crossroads for smuggled weaponry, including assault rifles,
machineguns, small-arms rounds, antitank weapons, antitank rounds, mortar rounds,
grenades, landmines, and an array of equipment, from boots to medical supplies and flak
jackets. 21 In an effort to meet demand, old arms smuggling networks were
resuscitated. 22 Weapons and ammunition were smuggled into the region using both
traditional means, such as tunnels, and more ingenious methods, including empty metal
cylinders of oxygen and in false bottoms of humanitarian aid containers.23 The Caucasus
was another region awash with small arms after the collapse of the Soviet Union and
larger and more capable weapons systems were later made available for purchase. 24
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SALW as Both a Source of Terrorist Financing and
Tools of the Trade
In order to understand how SALW served as a source of terrorist financing, not only in
terms of trafficking but also with respect to armed robberies, extortion, and other
revenue-generating activities, it is critical to comprehensively examine not only terrorist
and insurgent groups themselves, but also their operating environments. According to
Moses Naim, of the roughly 80 million AK-47s in circulation today, most reside in the
arsenals of terrorists, criminals, and insurgent groups. Naim cites a United Nations
statistic that only 18 million (or about 3 percent) of the 550 million small arms and light
weapons in circulation today are used by government, military, or police forces. Illicit
trade accounts for almost 20 percent of the total small arms trade and generates more
than $1 billion a year.25 Some have suggested it could be two or three times that amount,
estimated at between $2 and $3 billion annually. 26 Weak states simultaneously serve as
the source, transition, and destination countries for the illegal arms trade. 27

Historical Vignettes
Provisional Irish Republican Army
Throughout the conflict in Northern Ireland, which lasted from 1969 to 1998, both licit
and illicit goods were smuggled along transportation and distribution networks that
doubled as arms smuggling routes. The Provisional Irish Republican Army PIRA’s
smuggling operations were global in scale, extending from Europe to Asia and
everywhere in between. 28 Identifying new sources of weaponry, acquiring SALW, and
amassing stockpiles remained a top priority of the PIRA throughout the nearly threedecade conflict. At various points, the British security services, occasionally working in
concert with police forces in the Republic of Ireland (known as the Gardaí) intercepted
large weapons shipments and successfully executed several high-profile arms recovery
operations, yielding substantial amounts of weaponry, including a weapons shipment of
more than 100 tonnes from Libya in 1987.29 Despite setbacks, however, the PIRA always
remained active. The insurgents maintained at least five bomb-making factories in the
Republic at all times. Most of these facilities were extremely secure and could be used
to hide large caches of weapons—some were constructed as fortified bunkers. 30
The group acquired high-tech weaponry including surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) and
SAM launchers, Russian-made rocket propelled grenade (RPG) launchers, machine guns,
assault and sniper rifles, and Barrett Light-50 calibre heavy machine guns.31 The group
also developed its own take on already-existing weapons, including the improvised
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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projected grenade (IPG) and the projected recoilless improvised grenade (PRIG). 32 The
insurgents stockpiled weapons, hoarded explosives, and relentlessly searched for ways
to acquire the most modern and lethal technology. If the PIRA did engage in arms
trafficking for profit, the cases were limited, since there are few documented sources of
this occurring. For the majority of the ‘The Troubles’, the PIRA was concerned with
acquiring enough weapons to effectively wage an insurgency and so was rarely in the
position to traffic arms to other groups. The PIRA focused primarily on acquiring, and
when they weren’t being used, transporting and storing weapons in safe houses to avoid
having them confiscated by the authorities.33
In many ways, the reliance on SALW was functional. Certain active service units (ASUs)
specialised specifically in armed robbery and the funds were used to reinforce the
group’s overall operating budget. In addition to stealing cars and antiques, the PIRA
focused on banks, post offices, and building societies, as robbery remained “one of the
PIRA’s main ‘outwardly’ sources of funding, if not the single main source” during various
periods of the group’s existence.34 Armed robberies provided a consistent flow of money
to the insurgents, especially in the 1980s. In 1983, 359 robberies brought in
approximately $6 million; the following year, there were 622 armed robberies in
Northern Ireland where an estimated $1.2 million was pilfered. 35
The PIRA maintained a well-balanced and robust funding portfolio that included diaspora
support, charities, various types of fraud, money earned from legal businesses, and
money laundering. To generate the income necessary to operate the organisation on a
day-to-day basis, the group engaged in a wide array of illegal activities, including
kidnapping for ransom (KFR), armed robbery, smuggling, extortion and protection, and
external state support. Less lucrative, but still valuable activities included film piracy
(including pornography) and automobile theft. 36 From the late-1960s until the mid1980s, financial support from the United States flowed largely unabated, with the IrishAmerican diaspora and numerous charities, chief among them the Irish Northern Aid
Committee (NORAID), playing an indispensable role. 37 The FBI and British intelligence
estimated that NORAID declared only approximately one-quarter to one-fifth of the
funds it raised. Undeclared funds were siphoned off to purchase arms or covertly sent to
Dublin and Belfast. As previously mentioned, although weapons were used to help
support other illicit activities such as extortion and armed robberies, in and of itself,
SALW trafficking was not a primary revenue source for the PIRA.
After the cessation of violence, most of the PIRA’s weaponry was decommissioned—
although it is widely believed that dissident groups still maintain access to arms from the
conflict.38 Indeed, even after the Good Friday Agreement of 1998 was signed, formally
ending the conflict, several high-profile PIRA members were arrested in Colombia, where
they were allegedly providing weapons training to members of the Revolutionary Armed
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Forces of Colombia (FARC). By training FARC insurgents, the PIRA members would be
paid, presumably with profits from the FARC’s narcotics trafficking revenues. In addition,
travelling to Colombia also offered the opportunity to experiment with new weaponry—
in case the Good Friday Agreement collapsed and the PIRA went back to war. 39

Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam
In Sri Lanka, the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) were an ethno-nationalist
organisation advocating for an independent Tamil homeland. Over time, the LTTE grew
into one of the most capable terrorist groups ever known and diversified its funding
portfolio by establishing a global network of illicit revenue streams, including the
smuggling and trafficking of SALW. The LTTE developed contacts abroad, and soon
engaged in procurement activities in Northeastern and Southeastern Asia (especially
China, North Korea, Cambodia, Thailand, Hong Kong, Vietnam, and Burma), Southwest
Asia (Afghanistan and Pakistan), former Soviet Republics (primarily Ukraine), Southeast
Europe and the Balkans (Greece, Bulgaria, Cyprus), the Middle East (Turkey, Lebanon),
and Africa (Nigeria, Zimbabwe, and South Africa). 40 The South African connection proved
particularly fruitful for the Tigers. Situated between the active arms markets of
Mozambique and Angola, weapons dealers in South Africa provided the LTTE with
consistent access to a steady supply of small arms. From the post-Cold War arms bazaars
in Beirut and Peshawar, and especially those in Cambodia, Burma, and Afghanistan, the
insurgents acquired rapid-fire pistols, assault rifles, rocket-propelled grenades, and
surface-to-air missiles. Ammunition needs were met through intermediaries in Bulgaria,
the Czech Republic, and North Korea, which supplied mortar, artillery, and 12.7 mm
machine gun rounds. 41 Occasionally, the LTTE would raid Sri Lankan military bases and
pilfer all available weapons. Some raids proved extremely bountiful, with insurgents able
to acquire multi-barrel rocket launchers (MBRLs), T69-1 RPG launchers, artillery batteries
(122mm, 130 mm, 152mm), various mortars (120 mm, 106mm, 81mm, and 60mm) and
an array of anti-armour and anti-aircraft systems, to include W-85 anti-aircraft guns.42
The group was able to consistently procure explosives from suppliers in the Ukraine and
Croatia.43
The LTTE’s global arms procurement network was assessed to be the “most secretive”
of the group’s numerous global operations. 44 Front companies could help mask illicit
shipments of weapons and explosives. Deals were brokered through an LTTE front
company known as Carlton Trading, which was based in Dhaka, Bangladesh, and
facilitated through the use of false end-user certificates.45 Other front companies were
set up in Chittagong, Yangon, and Kuala Lumpur.46 LTTE insurgents became experts in
the illicit movement of people, arms, and equipment, all of which requires specialised
skills and access, including access to (or the ability to produce) fraudulent international
documents, including visas, passports, end-user certificates, business regulations,
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Corp,
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shipping licenses, and so on. 47 In addition to the arms and equipment listed above, the
LTTE’s arsenal also included Russian-made Strela-3 man-portable air defense systems
(MANPADS).
Guns and other firearms were also critical to LTTE criminal activities such as armed
robbery, piracy, extortion, and protection. Its initial designs were modest. Beginning in
the mid-1980s, Tamil groups embarked on a bank robbing spree in Jaffna. 48 Armed
robbery of banks was employed by the Tigers early in their tenure, but as the group’s
capabilities matured, its members would go on to engage in a range of more
remunerative criminal acts. As the organisation developed its maritime capabilities, it
was able to take advantage of robbing ships and vessels on the high seas. To be sure,
piracy and maritime crimes were a lucrative form of armed robbery for the LTTE.49 LTTE
fighters assumed some mafia-like functions including providing armed protection. Its
members were paid to protect from theft and armed robbery—militants were
compensating for “riding shotgun” and providing the “muscle” for international drug
shipments.50 Extortion often involved coercion, with direct threats of implied violence to
those who failed to ‘donate’ to the Tigers’ war chest. 51 The majority of the LTTE’s
involvement with arms was for procurement, however, the group’s maritime wing
allegedly served as an intermediary between insurgent groups and transported arms to
the Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG) on behalf of Harakat-al Mujahideen, a Pakistani militant
group linked to al-Qaeda.52 Though the LTTE grew wary of associating with al-Qaeda or
al-Qaeda affiliated groups following the attacks of September 11th, the LTTE continued
to train divisional commanders of the Communist Party of Nepal-Maoist (CPN-M).53
The LTTE’s efforts to procure weapons and establish a global arms network brought it in
contact with several other insurgent and terrorist groups. In addition to Khalistanoriented Sikh insurgents, Kashmiri mujahedin, and Middle Eastern militants, the Tigers
forged links with over 20 separate Tamil Nadu separatist groups. 54 Technological
exchange occurred with Indian insurgent groups such as the United Liberation Front of
Assam (ULFA) and the Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist People’s War, also
known as the Andhara Peoples War Group, or PWG.55 Other insurgent groups known to
commiserate with the LTTE at various times during its existence include the FARC, the
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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African National Congress ANC in South Africa, the South West African People’s
Organization SWAPO in Namibia, the Eritrean People’s Liberation Front EPLF , MILF,
the Tigrayan People’s Liberation Front (TPLF) in Ethiopia, Hezb-i-Islami Gulbuddin (HIG)
in Afghanistan, the Japanese Red Army (JRA), and the Popular Front for the Liberation of
Palestine (PFLP).56
LTTE members engaged in almost every form of organised crime possible, from drug
trafficking to extortion and arms smuggling. The LTTE’s vast criminal enterprise also
enabled weapons procurement by putting the group’s members in touch with a wide
range of nefarious individuals, including arms dealers, weapons brokers, and
intermediaries. According to Peter Chalk, the Tigers acquired US Stinger-class missiles
from the PKK in 1996 and used these weapons to shoot down a Sri Lankan civilian Lion
Air jet in 1998. 57 Several years earlier, in April 1995, the LTTE shot down two Avro
transport aircraft of the Sri Lankan Air Force, killing everyone on board. This was the first
known use of missiles by the insurgents and observers argue that the introduction of
missiles changed the dynamics of the conflict from that point forward. 58 Money donated
from abroad or earned through legally owned Tamil businesses was used for more than
just purchasing arms. Through its vast financial architecture, the LTTE was able to pay for
the exorbitant legal fees of the group and its members. 59
Some estimates suggest that there are at least 2.3 million small arms in Sri Lanka, of
which the vast majority (approximately 1.9 million) are illegal weapons owned by
civilians.60 Even though the conflict was officially terminated in 2009, a series of raids
following the Easter 2019 attack in Sri Lanka by National Tawheed Jamaath (NTJ) is
evidence that SALW are still easy to acquire, and demonstrates the legacy of civil wars
often last far beyond their actual end. 61 Longstanding arms smuggling networks
stretching from Sri Lanka to India are still in place and continue to facilitate the flow of
weapons back and forth between these two countries. Moreover, because the
disarmament and demobilisation of ex-LTTE fighters was handled in such a haphazard
manner by the Sri Lankan government, with international observers banned from
entering the conflict zone, it remains unknown to what extent weapons were ever put
beyond use.62

Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia
The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) launched its insurgency in 1963 and
this on-again, off-again fight against the government of Colombia continues to the
present day. FARC has relied on SALW to engage in a range of criminal activities, including
kidnapping, extortion, and blackmail of multinational, national, and local commercial
activities.63 FARC’s ability to acquire SALW received a major boost between
-2002
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when, in an effort to demonstrate to the insurgents that the Colombian government was
serious about ending the conflict through negotiations, the FARC was granted near
complete autonomy to operate in the demilitarised zone ( ona de despeje ) which
consisted of five municipalities in Meta and Caqueta departments.64 This zone spanned
16,266 square miles—approximately the size of Switzerland. 65 FARC insurgents were
able to use this zone to grow their influence, cultivate illegal narcotics, and establish
sophisticated training bases. 66 This also accelerated FARC’s transformation from an
ideologically-driven insurgent group to a criminal organisation fuelled by profits.67 SALW
are instrumental to how the group operates since it functions as part-terrorist group and
part-narcotics trafficking organisation. 68 There was less of an incentive for FARC to
engage in arms trafficking for a revenue stream since the group made so much money
from narcotics.
The FARC’s arsenal includes an impressive array of SALW: Russian AK-47 rifles, Hungarian
AKM, former East German MPIKM, the Swiss FAL rifle, American semi-automatic Ruger
Mini-14 and COLT AR-15, M-16, and Match Target rifles. 69 In Colombia stockpiles of small
arms stockpiles contributed directly to the destabilisation of the country in the 1990s as
drug cartels and terrorist groups challenged the state. Post-Cold War arms stockpiles,
demilitarised zones during the late 1990s/early 2000s, and state interference, have all
contributed to the influx of arms into Colombia. 70
FARC also collaborated with other insurgent groups including ETA and the Provisional
IRA. After the Colombian government forced the insurgents to switch from mobile
warfare back to guerrilla tactics, FARC sought the expertise of over two dozen training
teams comprised of PIRA insurgents. 71 PIRA trainers worked with FARC on building more
effective mortars, operating in urban terrain, and constructing improvised explosive
devices.72
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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In Colombia, there has been a formal, United Nations-led disarmament program that has
contributed to a significant reduction in weaponry in that country. 73 But because of
Colombia’s centrality to transnational drug trafficking syndicates, as well as its proximity
to Venezuela, a country on the verge of collapse, it remains likely that terrorists,
insurgents, and other violent non-state actors will be able to acquire weapons with
relative ease for the foreseeable future.

Contemporary Vignettes
When used in furtherance of terrorist and insurgent group objectives or as an illicit
product to be smuggled or trafficked, SALW have continued to be an important tool for
violent non-state actors. This section briefly examines several more contemporary
groups, still active and using weapons, in terrorist attacks, but also as a commodity (e.g.
trafficking) or to facilitate malicious activities (e.g. to intimidate, extort, kidnap, rob, and
steal). The Afghan Taliban, the Haqqani Network (HQN), al-Qaeda (AQ), and the Islamic
State all rely on SALW as part of their weapons procurement activities and as a mean of
maintaining their respective criminal enterprises, even as political objectives remain
paramount.
The Afghan Taliban relies extensively on SALW to perpetrate criminal activities. Often
working in concert with other violent non-state actors like the Haqqani Network, the
Taliban engages in extortion, drug trafficking, forced taxation, and armed robbery,
among other activities. 74 Both the Taliban and the Haqqani Network function similar to
some organised crime syndicates, as outlined in the ICCT Situation Report on SALW in
South and Southeast Asia. 75 The Taliban has extorted truck convoys through the
imposition of transit taxes, while the Haqqani Network “collects regular security
payments from local, regional, and international businesses that operate in its zone of
influence, effectively selling insurance against itself.76 The latter is highly opportunistic,
forcibly extorting money from a range of local and regional actors, from small
shopkeepers to larger contracting and logistics firms. 77 None of this would be possible
without SALW. Throughout the nearly two-decade long insurgency, Taliban fighters have
maintained consistent access to Soviet calibres, including AK-47 assault rifles, RPG-7
rocket launchers, BM-1 field rockets, and machine guns.
Some reports have indicated that the Taliban has engaged in heroin-for-arms trades with
members of Russian organised crime. 78 The Taliban also target Afghanistan’s
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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telecommunications firms, receiving payments in exchange for not attacking cell phone
towers and kidnapping the firms’ employees. 79 In general, kidnapping for ransom (KFR)
has been a fruitful fundraising venture for both the Taliban and the Haqqanis. Some
estimates suggest that the Taliban makes more than $10 million a year from
kidnappings.80
AQ relies on a range of weapons to execute its attacks, from small arms to vehicle-borne
improvised explosive devices (VBIEDs). The East Africa embassy attacks of 1998, in Kenya
and Tanzania, were executed using truck bombs, pistols, and stun grenades. Throughout
the late 1990s and the early half of the 2000s, AQ was able to acquire weapons from the
Taliban, which originated with Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI). Proximity to
arms bazaars in Peshawar and leftover weapons from Soviet-Afghan War, as well as
extensive use of the worldwide black market in arms and munitions, also resupplied AQ’s
arsenal. The group’s affiliates and franchises—across the Arabian Peninsula, the Sahel,
and Southeast Asia—seek sanctuary and safe haven in failed states and ungoverned
territories, many awash in weaponry, from SALW to shoulder-fired surface-to-air
missiles. As described in detail in the situation report on Southeast Asia, al-Qaeda linked
networks have managed to gain a foothold across the region and have, through their
decentralisation strategy, established links and taken advantage of opportunities with
smaller groups focused on parochial grievances, which can nevertheless act as a force
multiplier. AQ militants attach themselves to local groups, exploiting illicit networks, and
ingratiating fighters into long-running supply chains that trade in weapons, drugs, and
gemstones. AQ has proven particularly adept at linking up with warlords and other
violent non-state actors to acquire the weaponry needed for its own fighters.
The Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) is not only one the most well-funded terrorist
groups in history, it is also one of the most well-equipped. And unlike many terrorist and
insurgent groups that operated during the Cold War, ISIS never relied upon external
states to provide it with weaponry. 81 Rather, its fighters forcibly looted hundreds of
millions of dollars’ worth of weapons and equipment from Iraqi and Syrian military
installations.82 As outlined in the ICCT Situation Report on the Middle East and North
Africa, ISIS has diversified its weapon sources, which include weapons acquired from
other insurgents in Syria who have defected to ISIS, weapons purchased from other
insurgents that receive them from foreign donors, weapons captured from vanquished
enemies, and weapons purchased or traded for with corrupt members of the security
forces in both Syria and Iraq. 83 In addition to armoured vehicles purchased on the black
market or acquired when the Iraqi security forces retreated from the battlefield, 84 ISIS
militants also have M79 antitank rockets made in the former Yugoslavia, American made
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M16 and M14 rifles, small arms, and ammunition. 85 The weapons and equipment that
ISIS militants came to possess was initially intended to give the Iraqi Army both a
significant edge over its adversaries. 86 In October 2014, reports suggested that US planes
dropped weapons in ISIS territory that were intended for Kurdish fighters near Kobani,
but were instead commandeered by the militants. 87

Conclusion
Both historically and today, terrorist groups have been involved with acquiring,
smuggling, and trafficking SAL. Although most cases have been on the demand side,
there are some examples of involvement on the supply side. The lion’s share of arms
trafficking networks involve criminal syndicates, some of which have close cooperation
with terrorist and insurgent groups. Accordingly, involvement with arms trafficking very
often leads to longer-term connections with criminal organisations that have access to,
and profit from, the illicit trade in other areas, especially narcotics. 88 Terrorists and
criminal groups are most likely to operate in states where government cannot effectively
police their populations, which then become more likely to foster criminal violence as a
result of limited state capacity. In these countries, corrupt and weak law enforcement
provides a “low risk environment” and socio-political conditions fertile for large-scale
criminal activity.89
Ending conflicts can also have unintended consequences or second and third-order
effects. For example, in post-conflict settings where disarmament, demobilisation, and
reintegration (DDR) is the focus, demobilised soldiers have frequently engaged in
criminality, especially the trafficking of weapons and the use of weapons to commit
robbery and theft.90 For DDR to effectively put weapons beyond use, there needs to be
sustained and comprehensive involvement from impartial international organisations
that can verify the decommissioning of arms stockpiles. State collapse can also lead to
the looting of national arsenals. 91 The more recent case of Libya is instructive in this
regard, when vast sums of SALW (in addition to more concerning weaponry such as
MANPADS), flooded the black market after Qaddafi was overthrown and Libya plunged
into chaos.92 According to Rachel Stohl, each year approximately 1 million light weapons
are stolen or lost around the world. 93 Still, even with DDR programs, there will always be
the desire for violent non-state actors to hoard weapons, concerned that conflict
proclaimed over will flare back up and require arms and ammunition.
Economic decline can foster the growth of the illicit economy and a black market trade
in weapons, drugs, or people. As the coronavirus pandemic continues to sweep the
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globe, many experts are predicting a worldwide recession, or even depression. As social
safety nets are squeezed and unemployment rises, there will be new entrants into the
illicit economy, some portion of whom will become involved in the smuggling and
trafficking of SALW. Moreover, as emerging technologies like 3D printing demonstrate,
new promises for producing weapons and ammunition could result in an increase in “doit-yourself” DIY weapons productions, focusing primarily on handguns and other small
arms.94 It is difficult to predict what effect this will have on SALW trafficking. On the one
hand, it may exponentially increase trafficking as criminal organisations streamline the
process in an effort to make money. Conversely, if anyone with a 3D printer can produce
a firearm, this could obviate the relevance of organised SALW trafficking networks.
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